Ozark Swimming, Inc.  
Pool Site Survey Worksheet

(Note: pool passes all diving depth requirements)

Facility Name and Address: Marquette HS  
2351 Clarkson Road  
Chesterfield, MO 63017  

Inspector’s name: Bob Wotring  

Inspector’s telephone number: (636) 225-2834  

Date of Inspection: October 24, 2003  

Are there diving restrictions at this site? NO
(If yes, please specify)  

Pool Category: YARDS SHORT Course

Pool depth at:

3’ 3.5” (1m) from START end of pool  
10’ 2” (marked as 13’)  

16’ 5” (5m) from START end of pool  
9’ 9 ½” (marked as 13’)  

3’ 3.5” (1m) from TURN end of pool  
4’ 1”  

16’ 5” (5m) from TURN end of pool  
4’ 6 ½”  

Starting Block Height: 30”  
(Measured from surface of water to leading edge of platform top)

Backstroke Turn Flags:

Distance from START end of pool  
15’  

Distance from TURN end of pool  
14’ 11 ½”  

Pool Length:

Measured at shortest length of pool  
75’ ¾” (with one touch pad installed)